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Executive Summary 

 

PAS has engaged with approximately 200 young people (14 – 26 years old) in order 

to gather their concerns, ideas and suggestions about the topics presented in the 

National Planning Framework 4 – Position Statement: Net-Zero Emissions, Resilient 

Communities, Wellbeing Economy and Better, Greener Places.  

 

The engagement took two forms: a survey and a set of virtual workshops organised 

by the PAS project team. This way enabled reaching out to young people in urban 

and rural areas as well as the Scottish Highlands and remote Islands.  

 

The results of the engagement presented in this report provide an insight into key 

issues as identified by the young people. 

 

The most frequently mentioned issue was housing and the community provision 

linked with it (doctors, schools, community and leisure centres) but also affordability. 

Young people also want more encouragement for communities on smaller projects 

(gardening, art, social activities) which could possibly lead to a stronger sense of 

belonging to an area. 

 

The second major issue was transport – its contribution to carbon emissions and the 

affordability/efficiency of public transport. Private cars are often the prioritised way to 

commute in remote rural areas but in order to be able to afford to have an electric 

vehicle, incentives should be in place. In terms of public transport, discounts are 

often not sufficient, and the routes do not meet the required destinations. 

 

Next came renewable sources of energy, biodiversity loss and waste. Developments 

with flat roofs (especially supermarkets / industrial units) should have solar panels on 

them. Some new housing developments placed in green belt appear to be worrying, 

especially when there are brownfield sites that could be used. Some of the young 

people are aware of the circular economy but unsure of implementation. 

 

Overall, young people are aware of the links between individual issues; they 

understand that social issues such as mental health need more investment in order 

to provide an economically active workforce; young people also need space to 

encourage and develop talent. 
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1 Aim 

To engage with groups of Scotland’s youth population (aged 14 – 26) based on their 

location / organisation in order to gather information on four topics as presented by 

the Scottish Government in the National Planning Framework 4 Position Statement: 

Net-Zero Emissions, Resilient Communities, Wellbeing Economy and Better, 

Greener Places. The engagement activity will lead to increased confidence and will 

foster young people’s trust that they are being listened to in expressing concerns, 

ideas and suggestions. 

 

1.1 Objectives 

1. Engage with organisations working with youth: geographically, interest/issue 

specific. Raise interest within such organisations and ask them to reach out to 

their youth networks. 

2. Arrange a date for virtual workshops in four geographic locations (ideally 

schools). 

3. Gather concerns, ideas and suggestions from attendees regarding the four 

topics. 

4. Summarise in a report. Communicate to attendees whether their concerns, 

ideas and suggestions are implementable. 

2 Pre-consultation Research 

2.1 Policy Background 

National Planning Framework 4 (NPF4) is a long-term spatial plan looking to 2050 

that aims to set out where development and infrastructure is needed to support 

sustainable and inclusive growth. It will guide spatial development, set out national 

planning policies, designate national developments and highlight regional spatial 

priorities. Once adopted the NPF4 will replace NPF3 (adopted 2014). 

 

In late 2020, the Scottish Government published a NPF4 Position Statement 

outlining the current thinking of the Government following a period of engagement 

with a range of stakeholders in early 2020. The Position Statement provides the 

opportunity to discuss emerging thinking with a wide range of stakeholders.  

 

 

2.2 PAS Note 

PAS was asked to conduct this engagement prior to the publication of the Position 

Statement.  While this was not necessary for the process, the Position Statement did 

define the areas for engagement in more detail.  It should be noted that two of the 

workshops were arranged by the project team prior to the publication of the Position 

Statement which meant the topics were not specified in the same detail. After 

reviewing the Position Statement, some of the questions asked were reviewed.  
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3 Engagement 

The project engagement was expected to happen in four schools in locations across 

Scotland to represent all: metropolitan, urban, rural and Highlands/Islands areas. 

Due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, the agreement h=was adjusted to allow for 

the workshops being held virtually.  

  

The virtual engagement with the young people took two forms. The first method was 

a simple survey asking the young people what the major issues that Scotland faces 

now and in the future are. The second engagement method was a series of 

interactive workshops discussing the challenges but also each of the topics in more 

detail.  

 

 

3.1 Engagement Methods 

3.1.1 Survey 

A survey was published using a portal – SurveyMonkey and shared via social 

networks (see the format and questions used in Appendix 1). The survey was also 

designed to provide an option for the young people to sign up for further updates 

about the project where they were asked to leave their names and email addresses. 

These were then used to invite the individuals to the workshops. 

 

In the survey we also asked the young people to tell us their age and location – 

further described in section 4.1.3. 

 

3.1.2 Workshops 

In total PAS organised eight workshops with 55 young people attending them.  

Those attending the two initial workshops (one focusing on Climate Change and 

Place, one on People and Work) were invited via email based on their responses in 

the survey. These workshops had a low attendance (3-5 people) leading to a review 

of the engagement method. This resulted in direct approaches to, and 

communication with, various youth organisations located across Scotland and 

organising the workshops with them directly. 

 

Due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, there was a very high demand for youth 

engagement across a range of matters; from engagement on policy to everyday life 

issues and school. Everything had to be held virtually. This resulted in some of the 

organisations approached declining  participation due to a lack of resources or the 

fact that contact with their usual group had decreased significantly. 

 

Below is the list of organisations approached and engaged with: 

 Scottish Borders Youth Voice (12 attendees) 
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 Cairngorms National Park – Youth Action Team (6 attendees) 

 Girlguiding Scotland (12 attendees) 

 YMCA (11 attendees) 

 Orkney Youth Forum (8 attendees) 

 West Dunbartonshire Youth Council (6 attendees) 

 

3.1.3 Respondents 

The total number engaged in the workshops was 55 with the youngest participant 

being 14, the oldest 27 (an organisation’s officer attending and encouraging the 

participants). The age of the individual participants was not collected during the 

workshops but was arranged with the project coordinator within any organisation 

prior to the workshop. 

 

Overview of geographic representation: 

National Girlguiding Scotland, YMCA 

Urban Majority of survey respondents 

Rural Scottish Borders Youth Voice, West Dunbartonshire Youth 
Council 

Highlands/Islands Cairngorms National Park – Youth Action Team, Orkney 
Youth Forum 

 

3.1.4 Workshop plan 

Prior to each workshop, a workshop plan was agreed between both parties (PAS / 

youth organisation) including elements such as: introduction with an ice breaker, 

explanation of what the NPF represents, discussions on the four topics and a final 

One Big Thought for Scotland exercise. A draft plan is attached as Appendix 3. 

 

The workshop discussion was led by the facilitator/volunteer based around these 

questions: 

 

A plan for Net Zero Emissions 

- How should our living and travelling habits change to achieve net zero? 

- How can the travel hierarchy be implemented outside of town centres? 

- If there were more job opportunities available in rural areas, would this be an 

attractive location for you to live in the future? 

 

Resilient Communities 

- Where might we want to live & spend free time in 2050? 
- What types of homes  will we need in the future? Will they look different?  
- How can we promote inclusion and equality? 

- What creates the ‘sense of belonging’ to an area (link to mental & physical 

wellbeing)? 
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Better, Greener Places 

- How do we improve, protect and strengthen the places we live and play in? 
- What special places will need protection in the future? 
- Is there potential for unused buildings and leftover (brownfield / unpleasant) 

land to be used for other things? 
- What services should town centres provide in the future? 
- How could places be more inclusive, diverse, creative, vibrant, safe, resilient, 

and empowering? 
 

Wellbeing Economy 

- Should new jobs be in rural or urban Scotland? 

- What jobs do you think people will have in 2050? 
o Are there particular employment growth opportunities in your area? 

- Have you heard of the Circular Economy? What areas could it be used in? 
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4 Engagement Findings – Workshop 

4.1 Climate Change / A Plan for Net Zero 

4.1.1 Ways to reach the target of carbon zero by 2045/2050: 

 Travel: 

o Public transport: reduce cost (even free for young people – just like 

over-60s passes), provide services and increase frequency between 

places. 

o Planes: discourage, at least not for internal travel in the UK.  

o Active travel: the perception is that existing cycle lanes are often on B 

roads therefore more dangerous. Lack of street lighting. Need for 

zoned-off cycle lanes in busy areas, more affordable bikes. Work on 

people’s confidence in cycling on roads. 

 Provide paths to places like schools. 

 Rural areas are less densely populated therefore the distances 

are too great to use a bike as a primary transport. 

 Food airmiles: National Parks are a good place to start for local growing, 

increasing food standards and raising awareness of food airmiles, including 

better standards of welfare, green agriculture, and working to make green 

agriculture more accessible. 

 Use marketing: show the impacts and consequences of fossil fuels. 

 Corporate waste: strict policies on manufacturers and production lines.  

 Provide local workplaces/offices even in rural areas as there is no longer a 

need for offices to be located only in the centres of towns. 

 Educating young people at school about walking and not only using private 

cars. 

 

4.1.2 Changes in built environment: 

 Buildings with a flat roof over a certain size must have solar panels or 

provision for renewable energy. 

 Focus on light/electricity: prefer natural light and provide more windows 

instead of artificial light. 

 Community ownership: new communities need to be delivered ‘together’ with 

everyone engaged. Online consultation can discriminate against older people. 

Use attractive colour scheme, community investment in a place. 

 The main council office benefits from being very central – it can be accessible 

to all, young and old. 

 

4.1.3 Changes in natural or ‘special’ places: 

 Enable ‘unmanaged wildlife’ to allow biodiversity to expand rather than 

‘manufactured’ parks. 

 Parks to have community gardens with possible educational element. 
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 A charity/community as well as youth forum to help run and maintain the park. 

 Forestry, peatland needs protection. 

 

4.1.4 Future of Urban/Rural/Coastal/Island Communities: 

 Policies have to be tailored to specific areas to implement realistic changes. It 

is important to protect rural life and its communities.  

 Island communities understand the need for renewable energy and provide 

sufficient for their own needs. 

 The young people in some coastal communities are divided about climate 

change due to parents’ employment in navy/other employment at sea. 

 Most people travel to work in urban areas and find living in rural areas as a 

getaway. For a young person, it is assumed that they will have to travel for 

work. 

 

4.1.5 Changes in lifestyle: 

 Zero waste food – zero waste shops (refill – no plastic packaging waste) are 

not always accessible in rural areas. Demand often comes from students who 

are on lower incomes but are still very environmentally minded. Prices are 

higher, this is a huge barrier, and means even if people want to reduce their 

waste, they can’t always afford to.  

 

4.1.6 Circular Economy: 

 Schools have an important role to play in introducing, engaging with, and 

empowering people to adopt circular habits. 

 Community shops help to trade skills and share various commercial goods 

(e.g., garden equipment). Incentivise second hand/charity shop buying. 

 Publishers should consider sustainability and there should be an emphasis on 

book sharing. 

 Find ways to handle waste that is currently shipped abroad (technologies exist 

to turn waste into energy but we are currently ignoring them). Invest in 

research into having these technologies/recycling industries at home.  
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4.2 People / A Plan for Resilient Communities  

4.2.1 Town centres in 2050: 

 Constant worry of finding work but in general people do want to stay in 

Scotland. 

 In cities people don’t really get to know each other, and there is not much 

opportunity for it either. Appears easier to have a community in a smaller 

village.  

 Community services with a nearby/incorporated youth centre.  

 Creative exhibitions, projects and arts are good to bring people together, 

forming communities.  

 Pop-up restaurants and cafes, outdoor spaces (food vans), activity places for 

young people. 

 Use natural elements – e.g., make places near water more enjoyable. 

 Support town centres with attractive outdoor seating. 

 As a young person it is hard to find social opportunities if you are not at uni or 

college.  

 Amenities for young people: provide shops, cafes, outdoor places for skating 

and meeting friends. Community centres to provide both indoor and outdoor 

seating for meeting people. 

 

4.2.2 Diverse / creative / vibrant / safe / resilient / empowering places: 

 Educate: School to teach about community values and things that are 

beneficial to society. Community events can be educational for everyone - 

what is going on in the community, what services/facilities are available to 

them. 

 Make effort to implement successful designs (e.g., where there is a 

competition to design something for the community, ensure the winning 

design is implemented) 

 Provide safe places to meet and combat isolation in rural communities – 

community centres, public libraries. 
o Community centres are often underutilised. They have to be made 

accessible. 

 Diverse and inclusive – have council-funded spaces, reduce the wealth barrier 

to services and activities (not based on your income). 

 Events, festivals, outdoor environments that are young people friendly and 

don’t need membership (cheap). Could have an educational aspect for topics 

like climate change. 

o Example: Farmers’ market. Small local businesses have a space, are 

all able to socialise with each other, brings most people into the 

community. Opportunity for communities to come together (galas, 

events, annual celebrations). More gatherings when they are allowed. 
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o Often in small communities the church is at the centre and this is not 

diverse or inclusive.  

 More events in underused spaces (like libraries) to get a range of people 

involved.  

 Make sustainability inclusive and affordable for everyone (solar-panels, 

materials cheaper, organic/zero waste shopping affordable) 

 Have community groups, spaces and events that are noticeable and inviting 

for all people (regardless of race, religion, sexuality) 

 People around; clubs, groups, community organisations help feel connected 

to the community as a whole. 

 More international perspective and welcoming to different races (prevent 

racism completely). 

4.2.3 Homes/housing in 2050: 

 Energy efficiency: enforce measures to shift towards renewable energy and 

efficient housing. Provide solar panels, energy-efficient, retain heat better. 

Educate people to not have heating on all the time and windows open (a big 

problem currently!). 

o Possible community ownership of energy provision. 

 Encourage natural light through floor to ceiling windows.  

 Detached private houses designed with nice outdoor spaces for better mental 

health.  

 Houses built from upcycled and re-used materials (reclaimed wood etc.). 

Have people involved from the start in building their houses.  

 Reduce visual distinction between council housing and non-council housing. 

Currently there is a big visual, spatial, and mental divide and often with stigma 

attached. Build social housing that looks better, varied and high-quality. 

 Cost of housing is a big worry for young people.  
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4.3 Work / A Plan for Wellbeing Economy 

4.3.1 Employment in 2050:  

 New jobs in both – rural and urban, provide balance/flexibility and opportunity 

to live/work where desired/based on affordability.  

 Prevent building large office blocks in rural areas – ‘dorms’. 

 In rural areas, jobs are often about 'who you know, not what you know'. Local 

population is ageing, and many choose to move to where employment hubs 

are. 

 Remote/online jobs with flexible working hours – preferred for better lifestyle.  

 Decline of manufacturing (through technology) – need to target areas/groups 

at risk and offer education/different job prospects/increased resources for 

alternatives. 

 Sales replaced with self-service/online completely – the sooner the better. 

 There will be more technology jobs, there needs to be support for them – i.e., 

student capacity, broadband provision. 

 Interesting to see the Scottish economy if Scotland were to gain 

independence. 

 Good public transport essential to living/working rurally and not having a car 

(lack of job opportunities) – so more local rural opportunities or better/cheaper 

connections to the city. 

 Localised economy (local produce, local businesses, local food production, 

buy less from abroad/online retailers)  

 Emphasis on more local food being stocked by supermarkets. People are not 

always willing to make the extra step to go to local butchers, but this could be 

the way. Incentives for the farmers in order to make it accessible for students, 

young people, those on low incomes. 

 

4.3.2 Wellbeing in 2050:  

 Gyms, fitness centres in town centres (especially in rural towns – make 

wellbeing more accessible to everyone). 

 Pandemic has shown that the main places people need and enjoy are 

hospitality, tourism, care, travel (decline of retail with online shopping). 

 More (online) services for people to engage with if they are suffering from 

mental health issues.  
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4.4 Place / A Plan for Better, Greener Places 

4.4.1 Urban Places: 

 Empty/unused buildings & derelict land: old park turned into a community 

garden, old mills turned into office spaces or youth/community services. 

Certain buildings are only appreciated by older generations and need more 

funding for maintenance otherwise left looking unpleasant. 

 Lots of empty shops sitting empty due to high-street decline/pandemic: “There 

is so much potential, but no one seems to care”. 

 Parks should not need to be locked throughout the day or night. This 

automatically puts a negative view on young people and implies vandalism is 

expected. “Locking the park at night excludes people from going there and it 

could instead provide a place to meet, especially at the moment with 

hospitality businesses being shut.” 

 

4.4.2 Rural places: 

 Reduce littering - educate people on this and unfortunately potentially 

introduce fines. 

 Encourage more outdoor adventure spaces, water sports more easily 

accessible. 

 Promote community forestry to be more accessible.   
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5 Engagement Findings – Survey 

As explained in 4.1.1, the survey provides more detailed answers but also 

demographic information on the respondents. See the survey questions in Appendix 

1.  

 

In total, we received 125 responses, including five from organisations representing 

young people (YMCA, Scottish Youth Parliament, Cairngorms Youth Action Team, 

Progress in Dialogue, Girlguiding Scotland). The average age of the other 120 

respondents was 19 years old. Their geographical location varied, but 76 were from 

Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness, Perth or Stirling.  

 

The question asked was: What do you think are the biggest challenges Scotland 

faces when planning for its future? What challenges do you face (e.g. housing 

issues, transport issues etc.) that you think should be improved? 

 

The paragraphs below present the responses for those in the six Scottish cities and 

elsewhere: 

 

The most common answers for those in cities are housing and transport.  

- “Housing is being built without the other necessary infrastructure around it e.g. 
schools, main roads, leisure centres, doctors etc. I also think housing will be a 
massive issue as housing prices are increasing.” 

- “Increase social/affordable housing stock, control short-term lets in both cities 
and rural regions.” 

- “Housing and litter collection.” 
- “Access to warm, safe and affordable housing is a serious issue facing 

Scotland. This is in the socially and privately rented sectors as well as owner 
occupied. Though, I appreciate this has been prioritised by the Scottish 
Government going forward.” 

- “Transport can be expensive or troublesome based on the routes.” 
- “Discourage private car use.” 

 
 

Other areas included climate justice, human rights and racial inequality, and retail in 

town centres: 

- “I believe some of the biggest challenges are facing poverty, climate change 
and racism.” 

- “Retail sector – protect high streets, town centres etc. Something has to be 
done to encourage people to use town centres and make this a more 
attractive option than online shopping.” 

- “Promote brownfield development before developing greenbelt land.” 
- “I think the biggest challenge is to become a more caring place (caring city 

concept). To become more sustainable for the environment and for tackling 
social issues we need to move away from focusing on economic 
development. Scotland needs to start thinking how it can support places that 
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support health and well-being in the first place. This way it could support the 
vulnerable population the best way. If we create great places for the most 
vulnerable people, then we create great places for everyone.” 

- “Food poverty (possibly exacerbated by the global COVID-19 pandemic) is a 
major issue facing far too many people in Scotland. Individuals unable to feed 
themselves or loved ones should simply not be the case in our country.” 
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6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, following discussion with approximately 200 young people located 

across Scotland (from the Scottish Borders to Orkney), the responses generally do 

not differ significantly according to location. However, it appeared difficult for 

participants to imagine the world in 2050, especially considering the current climate 

of the global pandemic. It can be argued that due to the pandemic, people of all ages 

have developed a relationship to the places around them and would like to see better 

utilisation of both green and built environments within their neighbourhood. 

 

Thematically, there were concerns linked to the climate change agenda as well as 

specific requests for more protection of the current environment for young people 

(i.e., damage to playgrounds over winter months and little maintenance), not just the 

historic environment. 

 

Any new development needs to be accessible for all and located where there is other 

social provision. Rural and remote areas need reliable electricity and broadband 

links in order for people to be able to work from home and to have social (virtual) 

interaction. In smaller urban neighbourhoods, culture and leisure attractions should 

be provided alongside basic necessities/services. Town and city leaders need to be 

open to innovation and flexible approaches; just as Dundee grew via technology, 

Aberdeen can transform from oil industry into a global energy city. 

 

Overall, the young people would like to see improvements; from their local 

neighbourhoods which could be implemented over a short period, to implementation 

of renewables, to housing, and to have a discussion on flexibility in future 

workplaces. There is now a clear direction the young people want the Scottish 

Government to take – with more attention to rural Scotland and an individual’s 

wellbeing. They also understand the built environment and planning system have far 

reaching impacts regarding climate change, well-being and addressing inequality.  
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7 Appendix 1 – Survey Questions 

 

National Plan 4 Scotland 
The Voice of Young People 
As the Scottish Government prepares the National Planning Framework 4 (a strategy 
for the next 30 years), we are seeking young people (14 – 26) who are interested in the 

future of Scotland and would like to tell us what they think about the future of their 

country. These views will be fed back to those producing the policy document 

implementing such matters in the future. 

 
The Scottish Government is preparing a new strategy considering development and 

infrastructure to support sustainable and inclusive growth for Scotland up to 2050. 

Following a major engagement activity with private stakeholders as well as members of 

the public, four key areas have been selected for further consultation with young 

people: Climate Change, People, Work and Place. 

 
On behalf of the Scottish Government, PAS (Planning Aid Scotland) is encouraging young 

people to share their views in order to help shape the National Planning Framework 4. 

We will be running a series of online workshops and events over late 2020 and early 2021 

to seek young people's views. Please complete the survey below if you would like to get 

updates and/or take part in this project. Thank you. 

 
All views shared through this survey and the upcoming online workshops will be 

anonymous. 

 

1. Who are you? 

 

  An individual (e.g. a young person / student) 

  An organisation representative (please tell us which organisation) 
 

 

2. How old are you? 

 

 

 

 
10
0 
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3. Where about in Scotland do you live? 

 

 
4. What do you think are the biggest challenges Scotland faces when 

planning for its future? What challenges do you face (e.g. housing issues, 

transport issues etc.) that you think should be improved? 

 

5. OPTIONAL: If you would like to be notified by email about upcoming 

online events an/or to take part in the project, please share your first 

name and email address below. 

 
First name 

 

Email Address 

 
 

Please refer to our data protection policy for details on how we manage your data. 

 
You have earned 150 Young Scot Rewards points for completing the Voice of Youth 
survey! Log in to redeem your points or enter your points code: 8FGIMP2N. Not a 

Member yet? Go to young.scot to sign up. 

 

  

http://pas.org.uk/privacy
https://membership.young.scot/activity/avail/eb1840b6-88aa-32b7-9529-3610ba39d79e
http://young.scot/
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8 Appendix 2 – Workshop Tools Used 

Google Jamboard 
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9 Appendix 3 – Workshop Plan Draft 

 
 
NPF4 Workshop  
TBC  
 
 
Attendees:  
PAS Staff: Lenka Svorcova / volunteers  
Young people:  
 
Aim  
To engage with young people (14-26) in order to gather their opinion and ideas/concerns on topics 
presented by the Scottish Government in the Position Statement: Net Zero Emissions, A Wellbeing 
Economy, Better, Greener Places and Resilient Communities (earlier presented as Climate Change, 
People, Work and Place).  
 
 
Objectives  
In this workshop we will:  

- Share what the NPF4 is and why it is relevant to young people;  

- Offer the space to talk around subjects including climate change, people, work and place;  

- Capture the views of participants on these subjects;  
 
 
Programme  

Welcome, introductions & housekeeping including group guidelines, icebreaker (Jamboard); 
Introduction to PAS, the project & the NPF4; 
Breakout session 1 – Net Zero Emissions & Better, Greener Places; 
Break (if needed); 
Breakout session 2 – Resilient Communities & A Wellbeing Economy; 
One Big Thought for Scotland (Jamboard); 
Group feedback & final comments;  
Close and thanks; 

 

 

 

 


